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Objectives: One of the most disabling impairments following stroke is upper limb impairment. 
Despite the important role of somatosensory function in motor control and high prevalence 
of somatosensory deficits in stroke survivors, little attention has been paid to its effect on 
UE motor function in chronic stroke survivors. Thus, the aim of this study is to explore the 
correlation between different somatosensations and manual dexterity as well as UE motor 
function in these patients.

Methods: In this correlational study, 225 chronic stroke survivors (112 female and 113 male) 
participated, selected by simple non-probability method among the stroke survivors admitted 
to the rehabilitation centers in Tehran. The lower-order somatosensations, including light touch 
and wrist Proprioception, were evaluated by Weinstein Enhanced Sensory Test (WEST) and 
Wrist Position Sense Test (WPST), respectively. The higher-order somatosensations were 
measured by static and moving 2-Point Discrimination (s2PD and m2PD, respectively), Hand 
Active Sensation Test (HAST) and Haptic Object Recognition Test (HORT). Gross and fine 
manual dexterity and UE motor function were assessed using Box-Block Test (BBT), Purdue 
Pegboard Test (PPT) and Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT), respectively.

Results: The multiple regression models showed that WPST alone accounted for the 38.8%- 
56.6% of the variance in manual dexterity and UE motor function. The WEST was the second 
most significant predictor in all regression models. The HORT, m2PD and HAST explained a 
small percent of the variance in regression models. 

Discussion: These results suggest that treatments that target somatosensory impairments, 
especially wrist Proprioception and light touch, may be particularly important for improving 
manual dexterity and UE motor function in chronic stroke survivors.
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1. Introduction 

pproximately 70% of stroke survivors have 
moderate to severe impairments of Upper 
Extremity (UE) function and most of them 
remain with a non-functional UE despite 
receiving rehabilitation [1]. It has been 

reported that UE functional impairments are significant 
contributors to dependency in activities of daily living 
and participation restrictions [2]. Moreover, somatosen-
sory deficits are also prevalent following stroke, affecting 
up to 88% of stroke survivors. Although many studies 
have been conducted on UE function of stroke survivors, 
little information exists about the effect of somatosensory 
deficits on UE function of these patients [3]. 

Somatosensory information are received by the recep-
tors located in the skin, muscles, ligaments and joints [4]. 
Then, these information are processed by different brain 
regions including cerebellum, thalamus, posterior pari-
etal cortex, insula and primary and secondary somato-
sensory cortices [5]. Somatosensations are classified 
into the lower and higher order categories. Exteroceptive 
somatosensation (including pain and light touch) and 
proprioceptive somatosensation (i.e. position and move-
ment sense) are classified as lower-order somatosensa-
tion while somatosensory discrimination (i.e. tactile, 
weight and texture discrimination, and stereognosis) is 
considered as higher-order somatosensation [6]. Loss of 
touch and proprioceptive sensation are prevalent in up to 
65% of stroke survivors [7, 8]. More often, impairments 
of discrimination and interpretation of sensory stimulus 
such as stereognosis, weight and texture discrimination 
are observed in these patients. These somatosensory 
deficits affect the ability to manipulate objects and iden-
tify their different properties [9] and impair sequencing 
of multi-joint movements [10, 11], correcting ongoing 
movements [12] and controlling goal-directed move-
ments [10] which lead to impaired spontaneous hand use 
and motor learning [9, 12]. 

Therefore, somatosensory impairments may affect 
manual dexterity and UE function of stroke survivors, 
however little investigation has been conducted in this 
field. Although significant correlation between different 
types of Somatosensation (including light touch, Pro-
prioception and tactile discrimination) and UE motor 
function/impairment has been shown in previous studies 
[13-17], most of these studies have been conducted on 
the acute and sub-acute stroke survivors and there is little 
evidence about this correlation in chronic stroke survi-
vors. Only recently, Scalha et al. (2011) investigated this 
correlation in subjects with chronic stroke and found that 

tactile sensation of the affected UE was significantly cor-
related with motor subscale of Fugl-Meyer Assessment 
(FMA) [16]. However, Scalha et al. pointed out a small 
sample size (n=20) as a major limitation of their study. 
Moreover, they did not investigate the predictive value 
of different types of Somatosensation for UE function. 
Therefore, this study aimed at comprehensively investi-
gate the correlation between somatosensation (in both 
lower- and higher-order levels) and manual dexterity as 
well as UE motor function in chronic stroke survivors. 
The results of this study would enhance the knowledge 
of contributing factors in impairments of manual dexter-
ity and UE motor function in chronic stroke survivors 
which would inform the development of best clinical in-
terventions to improve these impairments. 

2. Methods 

Participants

In this correlational study, a total of 225 chronic stroke 
survivors (112 female and 113 male) were included. 
They were selected by simple non-probability method 
among the stroke survivors admitted to the rehabilitation 
centers in Tehran. The study was conducted during the 
first 8 months of 2016. The inclusion criteria were chron-
ic (˃6 months) first ever stroke and the appropriate level 
of cognitive function (i.e. Mini Mental State Examina-
tion score ≥21 [18, 19]). Participants with other neuro-
logical disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, orthopedic 
or rheumatologic disorders and those with visuospatial 
neglect (i.e. score ≥44 on star cancellation test [20]) were 
excluded from the study. All participants signed a written 
consent form, and the protocol was approved by the Eth-
ics Committee of Iran University of Medical Sciences.

Predictors and outcomes

This study comprehensively explored the extent to 
which lower and higher-order Somatosensations along 
with demographic/clinical characteristics could predict 
gross and fine manual dexterity, and UE motor function 
in chronic stroke survivors. A demographic question-
naire was used to record the demographic and clinical 
characteristics including sex, stroke type, affected side, 
dominant hand, age and time since stroke. Both lower-
order Somatosensations (i.e. light touch and wrist Pro-
prioception) and higher-order Somatosensations (i.e. 
tactile, weight and texture discrimination as well as hap-
tic performance) were evaluated. The outcomes consid-
ered in this study were gross and fine manual dexterity 
and UE motor function, which were evaluated by Box-
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Block test (BBT), Purdue Pegboard test (PPT) and Wolf 
motor function test (WMFT), respectively. 

Weinstein Enhanced Sensory Test (WEST)

The light touch threshold was measured by Weinstein 
Enhanced Sensory Test (WEST) in which the finger tip 
of the thumb, index and middle fingers of the affected 
hand were probed by five filaments following the proce-
dure described previously. Each of the three fingers was 
scored on a 0-5 scale and the average of the three fin-
ger’s score was calculated to form the light touch thresh-
old score. The higher WEST score indicates better light 
touch sensation [21, 22]. High reliability of the WEST 
(r=0.86, κ=0.71-0.79) has been reported for assessing 
light touch threshold in the affected hand of chronic 
stroke survivors [23].

Wrist Position Sense Test (WPST)

The Wrist Position Sense Test (WPST) was used to 
measure wrist Proprioception following the procedure 
suggested by Carey et al. [24]. Briefly, the assessor 
moved the participant’s wrist to specified position (10 
positions for wrist extension and 10 positions for wrist 
flexion). The participants were required to show per-
ceived angle of her/his wrist following each movement. 
The average error of 20 positions was considered as a 
WPST score for each participant. Carey et al. (1996) 
found that WPST is a reliable measure for evaluating 
wrist Proprioception in stroke survivors [24].

Two-Point Discrimination test (2PD)

Tactile discrimination of the thumb, middle and in-
dex fingers of the affected hand was evaluated by both 
static and moving 2-point discrimination test (s2PD 
and m2PD, respectively). The test was performed using 
Disk-Criminator and the minimum distance at which the 
participant could discriminate the 2 point was measured 
and then it was scored on a 0-3 scale as follows: 0=16 
mm, 1=15-11 mm, 2=6-10 mm; and 3=5 mm. In m2PD, 
the disk criminate was moved from proximal to distal 
along the long axis of the distal phalanx [21]. The mean 
score of the three fingers was calculated and its higher 
value indicates better tactile discrimination. High reli-
ability of the 2PD has been reported previously in stroke 
survivors [25].

Hand Active Sensation Test (HAST)

The ability to discriminate weight and texture was as-
sessed by Hand Active Sensation Test (HAST) follow-

ing the procedures defined by Williams et al. [26]. The 
HAST included a familiar objects with similar size and 
shape and different texture and weight. Participants were 
asked to manually explore the objects by the affected 
hand and match them using a matched to sample-forced 
choice. This matching process was performed twice, 
once according to the object’s texture (9 trials) and once 
according to their weight (9 trials). The HAST score was 
the total number of correct matches (0-18) and higher 
score indicates better ability to discriminate texture and 
weight. Williams et al. (2006) showed that HAST is a 
reliable and valid measure for assessing stroke survivors 
even for those with no reported sensory deficit [26]. 

Haptic Object Recognition Test (HORT)

Haptic performance was evaluated by Haptic Ob-
ject Recognition Test (HORT). The HORT consisted 
of five different groups of non-familiar cubic objects 
(1.5×2.7×4.7) made of LEGO bricks. In each group, 
objects had a specific number of rectangular bricks in 
different positions of the sides. In order to facilitate vi-
sual discrimination, the constructional differences were 
highlighted by color. First, in the familiarization phase, 
one sample object from each group was introduce to the 
participant and he/she was allowed to familiarize with 
them by haptic and visual exploration. Then the partici-
pant was required to explore a total of 17 objects, hid-
den in a fabric sac, only through haptic exploration using 
the affected hand and specify the group of each explored 
object by placing it in a box behind the specific sample 
on the table. The participants were asked to perform the 
test as accurate and as fast as possible. The test was per-
formed after three trials and the average was calculated 
to determine the HORT score [27].

Box-Block Test (BBT)

Gross manual dexterity was evaluated using Box-
Block Test (BBT) in which the participants were asked 
to quickly transfer wooden blocks from one compart-
ment to another using the affected hand. The BBT score 
was determined by the number of transferred block dur-
ing 60s. High test-retest reliability and good validity has 
been reported for the BBT [28]. 

Purdue Pegboard Test (PPT)

The Purdue Pegboard Test (PPT) was used to assess fine 
manual dexterity. Participants were instructed to pick the 
pegs by their affected hand, one by one, and place them 
in the holes on the pegboard in 30 seconds. The test score 
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was the number of pegs placed in the holes. The PPT has 
a high test-retest reliability [29]. 

Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT)

Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) is a standard-
ized performance-based measure of UE motor function 
which included 15 functional tasks. Each of these tasks 
is scored according to a 6-point functional ability scale 
(WMFT FAS) from 0 (not attempted by the affected 
UE) to 5 (movement seems normal), and a performance 
time scale (WMFT time). The maximum time given to a 
subject to complete each functional task was 2 minutes. 
The mean time of 15 functional tasks was considered for 
WMFT time. Higher score on WMFT FAS and lower 
score on WMFT time indicates better UE function. It 
has been reported that WMFT has a high test-retest and 
inter-rater reliability in stroke survivors [30].

Statistical analysis

The normality of data was evaluated by Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test. The stepwise regression models (R2) were 
performed in order to investigate the correlation be-
tween predictors and outcomes. In order to determine 
the relevant factors for each model, firstly, the correla-
tion between predictors and outcomes were evaluated 
using Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for 
parametric and non-parametric variables, respectively. 
Only the variables that showed significant correlation 
with each manual dexterity and UE motor function were 
included in the respective regression models. The statis-
tical significance was considered at 0.05.

3. Results

In this study, 225 chronic stroke survivors (112 female 
and 113 male) by mean±SD age of 56.46±12.54 years 

Table 1. Demographics and outcomes in participants

Characteristics Mean±SD/Number 95% Confidence Interval

Sex (female/male) 112/113 -

Stroke type (ischemia/hemorrhage) 168/57 -

Affected side (right/left) 99/126 -

Dominant hand (right/left) 217/8 -

Age (years) 56.46±12.54 54.89-57.99

Time since stroke (years) 3.42±2.66 3.07-3.78

MMSE (score) 26.09±3.05 25.71-26.51

BBT (number/ 60 s) 35.13±21.72 32.54-37.85

PPT (number/ 30 s) 6.47±4.18 6.02-7.01

WMFT FAS (score) 42.91±19.65 40.51-45.40

WMFT Time (s) 43.83±25.89 40.39-47.03

WPST (degree) 11.28±4.49 10.69-11.83

WEST (score) 16.40±9.66 15.15-17.65

HORT (number of error/ 17) 8.24±4.64 7.63-8.84

HAST (number of correct/ 18) 8.43±5.29 7.78-9.15

s2PD (score) 10.81±6.39 10.01-11.63

m2PD (score) 9.54±6.62 8.69-10.42

MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; BBT: Box and Block Test; PPT: Purdue Pegboard Test; WMFT: Wolf Motor Function 
Test; FAS: Functional Ability Scale; WPST: Wrist Position Sense Test; WEST: Weinstein Enhanced Sensory Test; HORT: Haptic 
Object Recognition Test; HAST: Hand Active Sensation Test; s2PD: static 2-Point Discrimination; m2PD: moving 2-Point Dis-
crimination; SD: Standard Deviation

Mandehgari Najafabadi M, et al. Somatosensation for Manual Dexterity and Upper Limb Motor Function in Stroke Survivors. IRJ. 2018; 16(2):185-194.
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and mean±SD time since stroke of 3.42±2.66 years par-
ticipated. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the 
participants are shown in Table 1. The results showed 
that sex, stroke type, affected side, dominant hand, age, 

time since stroke and MMSE score are not significantly 
correlated with outcomes. However, there was a signifi-
cant correlation between different somatosensory pre-
dictors and motor outcomes (Table 2).

Table 2. Correlations between predictors and outcomes (dexterity and upper extremity function) (n=225)

Predictors
Outcomes

BBT
(Number/ 60 s)

PPT 
(Number/ 30 s)

WMFT FAS 
(Score)

WMFT 
Time (s)

Sex (female/male) 0.03 0.03 0.003 0.02

Etiology (ischemia/hemorrhage) 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03

Affected side (right/left) 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.02

Dominant hand (right/left) 0.003 0.003 0.02 0.02

Age (years) 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06

Time since stroke (months) 0.003 0.01 0.009 0.02

MMSE (score) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05

WPST (degree) -0.77 -0.78 -0.68 0.69

WEST (score) 0.47 0.45 0.51 -0.46

HORT (number of error/17) -0.73 -0.73 -0.60 0.61

HAST (number of correct/18) 0.62 0.62 0.64 -0.67

s2PD (score) 0.21 0.20 0.23 -0.20

m2PD (score) 0.56 0.56 0.64 -0.59

MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; BBT: Box-Block Test; PPT: Purdue Pegboard Test; WMFT; Wolf Motor Function Test; 
FAS, Functional ability scale; WPST, Wrist position sense test; WEST, Weinstein enhanced sensory test; HORT: Haptic Object 
Recognition Test; HAST: Hand Active Sensation Test; s2PD, static 2-Point Discrimination; m2PD: moving 2-Point Discrimination. 

Bold values indicate statistically significant correlation. 

Table 3. A summary of stepwise multiple regression analyses for dexterity

Functional Balance 
Outcomes Predictors/ Models R2 (%) R2 Change (%) P(v)

BBT 
(number/ 60 s)

Model 1: WPST 54.8 54.8 0.000

Model 2: WPST+ WEST 57.8 2.9 0.000

Model 3: WPST+ WEST+ HORT 59.3 1.6 0.000

Model 4: WPST+ WEST+ HORT+ m2PD 59.9 0.8 0.000

PPT 
(number/ 30 s)

Model 1: WPST 56.6 56.6 0.000

Model 2: WPST+ WEST 58.6 2.00 0.000

Model 3: WPST+ WEST+ HORT 60.00 1.4 0.000

Model 4: WPST+ WEST+ HORT+ m2PD 60.7 0.7 0.000

BBT: Box-Block Test; PPT: Purdue Pegboard Test; WPST: Wrist position sense test; WEST: Weinstein Enhanced Sensory Test; 
HORT: Haptic Object Recognition Test; s2PD: static 2-Point Discrimination; m2PD: moving 2-Point Discrimination

Mandehgari Najafabadi M, et al. Somatosensation for Manual Dexterity and Upper Limb Motor Function in Stroke Survivors. IRJ. 2018; 16(2):185-194.
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The regression models explained up to 59.9% of the 
variance for gross manual dexterity (i.e. BBT) and 
60.7% for the fine manual dexterity (i.e. PPT). In all 
stepwise models for manual dexterity, the wrist Proprio-
ception, measured by WPST, was the strongest predic-
tor. The light touch threshold (i.e. WEST) explained the 
second highest level of the variance for both fine and 
gross manual dexterity. The HORT and m2PD explained 
a small percentage of the variance in both fine and gross 
manual dexterity (Table 3).

Further, the regression models explained up to 51.8% 
and 49.5% of the variance in functional ability of the af-
fected UE (i.e. WMFT FAS) and the time to perform 
functional task (i.e. WMFT time), respectively. The wrist 
Proprioception was the strongest predictor for UE mo-
tor function in all stepwise models, followed by WEST, 
m2PD, HAST and HORT (Table 4).

4. Discussion

Despite high prevalence of somatosensory deficits in 
stroke survivors and the important role of somatosen-
sory inputs in motor learning and control, the researches 
to date have tended to focus on motor impairments of 
stroke survivors and their contributing role in UE mo-
tor function than somatosensory deficits. By compre-
hensively investigating the effects of different types of 
Somatosensation (in both lower and higher-order levels) 

on manual dexterity and UE motor function in chronic 
stroke survivors, we found that wrist Proprioception was 
the strongest contributing factor followed by light touch 
threshold. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this 
is the first study surveying the underlying association 
between lower and higher-order Somatosensations and 
manual dexterity as well as UE motor function in such a 
large sample of chronic stroke survivors. 

The results of this study showed that wrist Propriocep-
tion (as measured by WPST) was the strongest predictor 
for both gross and fine manual dexterity as well as UE 
motor function in chronic stroke survivors. This result 
indicates the need to consider wrist Proprioception in 
rehabilitation for improving manual dexterity and UE 
motor function in these patients. The WPST correlated 
negatively with BBT, PPT, and WMFT FAS while it 
correlated positively with WMFT time. It means that 
chronic stroke survivors, who had greater impairment of 
wrist Proprioception (i.e. higher score on WPST), had 
less gross and fine manual dexterity and less ability to 
perform UE functional task, and they needed further 
time to complete these functional task. Performing BBT, 
PPT, and most of the functional task of WMFT involves 
wrist movements. Moreover, it has been shown that pro-
prioceptive information (especially limb position sense, 
which is measured by WPST in the current study) play 
an important role in different aspects of motor function 
including sequencing multi-joint movements [10, 11], 

Table 4. A summary of stepwise multiple regression analyses for upper extremity function

Mobility Outcomes Predictors/ Models R2 (%) R2 change (%) P

WMFT FAS (score)

Model 1: WPST 38.8 38.8 0.000

Model 2: WPST+ WEST 45.00 6.3 0.000

Model 3: WPST+ WEST+ m2PD 49.4 4.4 0.000

Model 4: WPST+ WEST+ m2PD+ HAST 50.6 1.2 0.000

Model 5: WPST+ WEST+ m2PD+ HAST+ HORT 51.8 1.1 0.000

WMFT (time/ s)

Model 1: WPST 39.8 39.8 0.000

Model 2: WPST+ WEST 43.3 3.5 0.000

Model 3: WPST+ WEST+ m2PD 46.00 2.6 0.000

Model 4: WPST+ WEST+ m2PD+ HAST 48.2 2.3 0.000

Model 5: WPST+ WEST+ m2PD+ HAST+ HORT 49.5 1.3 0.000

WMFT: Wolf Motor Function Test; FAS: Functional Ability Scale; WPST: Wrist Position Sense Test; WEST: Weinstein En-
hanced Sensory Test; s2PD: static 2-Point Discrimination; m2PD: moving 2-Point Discrimination; HAST: Hand Active Sensa-
tion Test; HORT: Haptic Object Recognition Test

Mandehgari Najafabadi M, et al. Somatosensation for Manual Dexterity and Upper Limb Motor Function in Stroke Survivors. IRJ. 2018; 16(2):185-194.
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control of goal-directed movements [10] and correcting 
ongoing movements [12]. Thus, the significant contrib-
uting effect of wrist Proprioception on manual dexter-
ity and UE motor function is not surprising. This result 
is consistent with the results of Scalha et al. (2011) and 
Meyer et al. (2015) who found a significant correlation 
between different UE joints Proprioception and motor 
subscale of FMA of UE [14, 16]. Park et al. (2008) also 
reported a significant association between Propriocep-
tion (as measured by sensory subscale of FMA) and 
UE function measured by motor activity log (MAL) in 
stroke survivors [17]. 

The light touch threshold (as measured by WEST) was 
the second most significant predictor which was includ-
ed in the final regression models for both manual dexter-
ity and UE motor function. This finding suggests that in 
addition to wrist Proprioception, light touch should be 
considered as a therapeutic target for improving manual 
dexterity and UE motor function in chronic stroke sur-
vivors. One possible explanation for this result might 
be that reaching and grasping movements, required for 
performing BBT, PPT, and some of the functional task 
in WMFT, needs light touch inputs for coordinating and 
modulating the output force balance [31]. Furthermore, 
Bourane et al. (2015) recently found a sensorimotor cir-
cuits in the spinal cord and cerebellum through which 
the light touch inputs act as a feedback for fine dynamic 
motor control [32]. Bowden et al. (2014) also reported 
significant correlation between light touch threshold 
measured by von Fery monofilaments and WMFT time 
(r=0.31-0.37, P˂0.05) in stroke survivors [33]. 

In addition, Meyer et al. (2016) found that perceptual 
threshold of touch was significantly correlated with UE 
motor impairments (r=-0.60 to -0.66) in stroke survivors 
[15]. However, Shamay et al. (2011) did not find signifi-
cant association between light touch threshold measured 
by Semmes-Weinstein monofilaments and affected up-
per extremity function measured by Jebson-Taylor test 
in stroke survivors [13]. One possible explanation for 
this discrepancy may be that Shamay et al. tested light 
touch in three sites (tip of index finger, 1 cm below the 
metacarpophalangeal joint of middle finger on the dorsal 
side and center of palm) that may not be representative 
of whole tactile deficit of stroke survivors. Moreover, dif-
ferent measure of UE motor function and small sample 
size (n=19) may also impact the Shamay et al. results.

The haptic performance (as measured by HORT), tactile 
discrimination (as evaluated by 2PD) and the ability to 
discriminate weight and texture (as assessed by HAST) 
showed a significant correlation with manual dexterity 

and UE motor function in the current study. However, 
the HORT and m2PD accounted for a small part of the 
variance in the final regression models for both manual 
dexterity and UE motor function. Moreover, the HAST 
was only included in the final regression models for UE 
motor function (i.e. WMFT FAS and time). The clinical 
implication of these findings is that if a chronic stroke 
survivor has difficulties in identifying spatial character-
istics of a tactile stimulus or its location, these difficul-
ties could affect her/his manual dexterity and ability to 
perform functional tasks as well as the time needed to 
perform these tasks. 

The effect of haptic performance and tactile, weight 
and texture discrimination on manual dexterity and UE 
motor function may be explained by the fact that impair-
ments of the Somatosensation can affect the ability to 
identify different characteristics of an object through 
touch, leading to impaired spontaneous hand use, ob-
ject manipulation, ability to calibrate grip force for hand 
movements and relearning motor skills [9, 34]. Williams 
et al. (2006) showed that HAST score was significantly 
correlated with WPST score [26], hence, the effect of 
wrist Proprioception may dominate the effect of weight 
and texture discrimination on manual dexterity and UE 
motor function. Meyer et al. (2015) also reported low 
correlation between 2PD and motor subscale of FMA 
[14]. Further, Smith et al. (2009) showed that improve-
ments of tactile discrimination (as measured by 2PD) 
and haptic object recognition were associated with im-
provement of UE motor function of chronic stroke sur-
vivors evaluated by WMFT [35]. However, Scalha et 
al. (2011) found that weight discrimination and tactile 
recognition of objects did not significantly correlated 
with motor score of FMA in chronic stroke survivors 
[16]. This inconsistency may be due to different chosen 
somatosensory and motor function measures and small 
sample size of Scalha et al. study.

Another finding of this study was that manual dexter-
ity and UE motor function of chronic stroke survivors did 
not significantly correlated with sex, stroke type, affected 
side, dominant hand, age, and time since stroke. This find-
ing is consistent with that of Shamay et al. (2011) who 
found that age and time since stroke did not significantly 
correlated with the motor function of affected hand [13]. 

5. Conclusion

The results of this study showed that wrist Propriocep-
tion was the strongest predictor for manual dexterity and 
UE motor function in chronic stroke survivors, followed 
by light touch as well as haptic performance and tactile, 
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weight and texture discrimination, but to a lesser extent. 
Treatment of somatosensory deficits has not been a sig-
nificant focus for chronic stroke survivors. However, be-
cause of the main contribution of somatosensation in the 
variance of manual dexterity and UE motor function of 
stroke survivors, it would seem necessary that targeting 
somatosensory impairments, especially wrist Proprio-
ception and light touch, becomes an important part of 
rehabilitation for chronic stroke survivors. 
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